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XVI.-Remarks on the Conjugation of the Wallonian Dialect. 

BY J. JAMES STORZINGER, PH. D., 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ROMANCE LANGUAGES IN BRYN MAWR 

COLLEGE, BRYN MAWR, PA. 

THE following few remarks bear on the modern Walonian 
Dialect, especially that of Malmedy, as compared with Modern 
French. They are intended to show that this dialect (as indeed 
is generally the case with dialects) is in the main far more ad- 
vanced in its linguistic development than the literary language, 
while in some cases, however, it may appear more conservative. 

Dialects generally keep to an older and more correct state of 
things in the purely phonetic part of the grammar, that is to say, 
they will distinguish sounds which in the literary language (pro- 
bably under the influence of the spelling) have long ago been 
confounded. Modern French, for example, has only one sound 
(o) for the three Latin, o o and au, in meule (mola), gueule 
(gula), peu (paucum), sounds which have been kept distinct by 
most of the French dialects. On the other hand, in the inflec- 
tional part of the language and especially in the conjugation, 
dialects give way to analogy to a much larger extent than does 
the written language. These two points, then, characteristic of 
dialects in general are the main features of the Wallonian 
Dialect as well. 

In the Wallonian conjugation there are, of course, not many 
cases representing an older state of phonology, but still there are 
a few such. Thus, whilst Modern French has only one ending 
for the infinitive of the first conjugation, viz. -er and only one 
for the past participle of the same conjugation: -E, fem.-Ee our 
dialect has, in conformity with the Old French, two terminations, 
namely, for the infinitive. 

i) -er,' corresponding to Old French -er 
and 2) -1,' t " -ier 

i The -r of er is mute as in modern French; the Wallonians have adopted the French or- 
thography, so that all the forms which I shall quote hereafter without noting the pronuncia- 
tion have to be read as French words would be. 
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and for the participle 

I) -e, -?e corresponding to Old French -E, -e 
2) -i, -?ie ' ' " -iU, -ke, or rather, -fe. 

Chanter, passer, parker and their participles will be found to 
have the same form in Wallonian, Old French and Modern 
French, but to Modern French verbs such as: baigner, peigner, 
veiller; baiser, chasser, Irousser, aider,; correspond in Wallo- 
nian bagni, pegni, veui; bahi, chessi, troussi, aidE; or to such 
as: prier, pier, lier, essayer, laisser, juger, manger, lecher 
trebuchercorrespond: prii, poi, lot, sai, leyi, jugi, magni, lechti, 
trebouhi. 

The masculine form of the past participle of these Wallonian 
verbs in -I ends also in -E. This -i answers to Old French -ie 
(in the infinitive, of course, to -ier; the -r of the infinitive of the 
first conjugation being silent in Modern Wallonian as in Modern 
French, it is, therefore, not written, in order to avoid the pronun- 
ciation ir); for every Old French ie, no matter of what origin, 
has become i in Modern Wallonian, thus Old French chier= 
Wall. chir, "cher, "prumier=prumi," premier," Janvier=Janvir, 
-bien=bin, rien=rin, vienft==vint,-viei=-vui, fiere=fire, fies= 

fis, "fiefs," piez=_pids, "pieds," ciel==ci, pierre=pire, crieve= 
crive, "crbve," lieve=hlie, "lIve." 

The feminine of the same past participle ends in -eie; this 
termination is the Old Picard ending -?e=(Old French -ide), 
every Old or Modern French ie becoming eie in Wallonian. Cf., 
for example, the French past participle of the I-conjugation, 
ftnie=Wall. f' n?ie, garnie=garneie-or vie=v?ie, envie=in- 
v?ie, pairie-=pair?ie, ii marie=mar?ie, Marie=Mar?ie, qu' i 
die=d?ie, etc. 

To these examples may be added some forms of the singular 
of the present tense, which have kept the old form as to the 
accentuated vowel of the stem, whilst in Modern French they 
have changed it on the analogy of the forms accentuated on the 
termination. Thus the infinitive 

pdr2er has the pres. ju parole=O. Fr. je parol, Mod. Fr. "je parle" 
/?ver " " ju lve== " je ief, " "jeleve" 
cr?ver " " ju crive= '- je crief, " "je crnve" 
drovi " " ju drouve== " j' oevre, " "j' ouvre." 
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The i of liHve crive answers exactly to the Old French ie, and 
so also the ou of drouve to OId French ue (oe). Many other 
verbs, which have in Old French throughout the conjugation the 
same stem-vowel (or stem), show in our dialect according to its 
peculiar phonetical rules a different vowel (or stem) in the forms 
accentuated on the stem and those accentuated on the termina- 
tion: for example, ju cours, "je cours" and infin. corn, d?nne, 
"donne" and d' ner, mareie, "marie" and marier, wait?ie, 
"guette" and waiter, rouv?ie and rouvi,-mostrre "montre" and 
mostrer, couv&rre "couvre" and covrt, sofferre "souffre" and 
soifri; sofflie "souffle" and soffler, traublde "trouble" and 
troubler, accoupllle "accouple" and accoupler, ronfille "ronfle" 
and rimfier, etc. Iris not necessary to say that all those strong 
verbs which in Modern French have not changed their stem- 
vowel under the influence of analogy; as, for example, je veux 
and vrouloir, tiens and tenir, meurs and mourir, etc., present the 
same peculiarity in Wallonian, cf. ju v'zious and voleur, tins and 
tini, mours and mori. 

More numerous are the cases which show the influence of 
analogy in the Wallonian conjugation. They all of course have 
one aim. that is, to reduce the multiplicity of the forms. This 
reduction is obtained by simplifying each of the three constituent 
elements of the inflexion: 

a) by dropping the six personal terminations, 
6) by reducing the three conjugations to one, 
c) by giving up the so-called "strong" inflexion. 

These three kinds of simplification are conspicuous in the 
forms of the past tenses. 

a. The personal terminations of the past tenses, it is true, are 
expressed in the spelling, but they are never pronounced, just 
as it is sometimes with the personal endings of the singular in 
Modern French (je parle, tu parles, il parle, je parlais, tu parlais, 
il parlait). 

Thus the Imperfect Indicative ends in: -eve -eves -eve, -i(s) -i(z) -i(t) 

pronounced ev i 
the Conditional in: -eus -eus -eut,=imperf. indic. 

pronounced G 
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the Perfect Indicative in: -a -as -aAimperf. indic. 

prvnounced a 
the Imperfect Subj, in: -aher -ahes -ahe, -ahk(s) -ahi -ahi(t 

pronounced da axf 

In the actual pronunciation, therefore, only the two numbers 
(singular and plural) are distinguished, the six persons being 
indicated merely by the pronouns. In some of these cases, as 
in the singular of the imperfect indicative and subjunctive and 
even of the conditional, the uniformity seems to be the result of 
mere phonetic development, but all the others are due to 
analogy. 

It is curious to see how small the influence of analogy has 
been in the tenses of the present. The plural, for example, has 
kept everywhere the forms of the three persons distinct, and if 
the singular shows greater uniformity, it is mostly due to phon- 
etic development. 

b. The three (A-, E- and I-) conjugations are reduced to one 
in the tenses of the past, the first or A- conjugation supplanting 
the two others in all forms of the singular and in the plural of the 
imperfect subjunctive, the second replacing the others in the re- 
maining plural forms. For the above named terminations -ev, 
-i, -d, -d4C and ayE are used with the exception of the two aux- 
iliary verbs, for all three conjugations. Thus the singuzar of the 
imperfect indicative is in the 

I conjug. II. III. 
ji chant-eve " je chantais " vind eve "< vendais " part eve "partais" 
tu chant-eves vind-6ves part-eves 
; chant eve vind-ATe part-eve 

Or to give some other examples: 

I ju poirh've"je portais'ju sofflve "soufflais", "'wdrd/ e'gardats" 
]'allhve sJ'allais " jupormin6ve "promenais, " etc. 

I The Ii has different pronunciations in different parts of the country, varying between 
voiceless J. X and aspirate h on the one hand, and voiced i, y and ' , on the other. The 
voiceless sound answers to Latin ss+Pa. or sc+e, i, the voiced one to Latin Voc. +sPal. or 
Yac. c+e, i. 

a There is a striking similarity to the declension in this reduction of the forms: the de- 
clension, too, distinguishes only the singular and plural by the termination, and the six 
Latin cases are indicated by prepositions. Although this similarity seems to be merely ac- 
cidental, it is not unlikely nor in fact uncomrion that these two principle parts of speech 
influence each other. 
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2 ju duhindeve " descendais," batteve, "battais," k'noheve "con- 
naissais" j'aveve "avais," ju saveve "savais" veizve "voyais," 
ju v'4eve "voulais,"p'h?ve' "pouvais,"fshve " faisais," d"heve "di- 
sais," etc. 

3jU doirmeve "dormais," vikeve "vivais" (the infinitive is viki= 
Old French vesquir, supposititious infinitive made on the perfect ves- 
qui)jun coreve "courais," covreve "couvrais," v'neve "venlais," t'neve 
"tenais," ju gemihFeve "gemissais," etc. This termination ev is, of 
course, like the -eve in auardeuet " il regardait " of the "Jonas Frag- 
ment " of the tenth century (second oldest document of the Wallonian 
dialect)=Latin -dba-, but whilst this termination -eve in the tenth cen- 
tury was confined according to its origin to the first conjugation, it has 
since been extended to the second and third. As has been said, the 
two auxiliary verbs aveur "avoir" and esse "etre" make excep- 
tion, aveur having the imperfect indicative j'aveus, (dfi avo), 
t'aveus, i aveut and esse: j'esteus, t'esteus, iesteut. This termination 
-eu- is Old French -eie- (cf. "Jonas Fragment:" saveiet " savait," do- 
ceiet " docebat," penteiet " poenitebat,") later -oi, for Old French ei 
(oi) becomes eu in Modern Wallonian (cf. the infinitive of the second 
conjug. aveur "avoir," saveur "savoir" or dreut "droit," treus 
" trois," teut "toit," etc.). - The verb aveur, it is true, has also the 
new form aveve and in the future this will probably be the only one 
used, but at present the distinction seems to be made between the two 
forms: aveus is the imperfect of the auxiliary verb aveur, whilst 
aveve belongs to the active verb aveur, "to possess." The verb 
saveur "savoir " too, has sometimes the older form saven(s) probably 
by the close resemblance of the two verbs aveur and saveur. 

One might conclude from the infinitive ending -2 (=Old 
French -ier) that the same verbs in the imperfect indicative 
have -ive instead of eve; but I have never come across such 
form. The verb bdhi "baiser," for example, makes bdhkve just 
as passer has passeve, prii "prier" prieve, ?voi "envoyer" 
?voieve, annonci '"annoncer" annonceve, s' habit "s' habiller" 
s' habieve, touchk "toucher" toucheve, songi "songer" songeve, 
chergi "charger" chergEve. 

The termination of the singular of the conditional, since it is 
derived from aveus, is eu(s), for example: 

ju parler-ens "je parlerais," Iu par/er-ens, iparler-eut. 
ju pi?dr-eus "je perdrais," etc. 
ju sarcns "je saurais," etc. 
ju doimr-eus "je dormirais," etc. 

x The verb jO'* or pjter "pouvoir " has in our dialect throughout the conjugation the 
same forms as r'ler or woier "'vouloir," the initial consonant j being the only difference. 

The cin j'ur is then certainly taken from v'kur just as Middle French il jeult " potest" 
owes its I to iltwuit "v olet". 
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It is evident that the termination -a of the singular of the per- 
fect irldicative of all three con;ugations is the ending of the first 
conjugation, especially that of the third and second persons, the 
Old French forms terminating in -ai -as -a as in Modern French. 
The ending -a must have been extended first to the first person, 
replacing -ai, and then to the two other conjugations. For the 
forms nowadays are, in the 

Ist conjug. II. III. 
ju chant-A "je chantai" vind- "velndis" part-A "partis" 
tu chant-as vind-as part-as 
i chant-a vind-a part-a 

C)r, to give further examples: 
(ju jura "jurai," passa "passal" arrHta "arretai," tira "tirai," 

I 'alla "allai, "chergea "chargeai, ''bdha 'baisai," louka "regardai" 
(infinitive: louk, of German origin, cf. English look, German 

L lugen). 

2 ]juprinda "pris," rinda "rendis," k'noha "connus"-vreyd 'vis, 
i duva "dus," -f'sd "'fis,"' d'ha "dis," etc. 

3 fjU drovd "ouvris," j'oya "ouis," vand "vins," tuna "tins," ra- 
grandihd "agrandis," beniha "benis," etc, 

The only exceptions to this formation are the two auxiliary 
verbs, which keep here also the older forms, 

esse . jufou4s (dzu fA) "je fus," u fous, ifout, 
aveur: j'ous. 

The ou in these forms is to be explained in the same way as 
the u in the corresponding French forms; for ou in Wallonian= 
French u (cf. nou "nul," noule "nulle," cou "cul" and past 

participles in -on as pindou, pi?rdou). 
The ending -dhe of the singular of the imperfect subjunctive 

is undoubtedly again taken from the first conjugation, Latin 
-cdsse- becoming -dhe according to the phonetic rules. 

1st coning. II. III. 
quu ju passahe vindahe partahe 

" tu passahes vindahes partahes 
qu' i passahe vindahe partahe' 

I It is to be noted that similar forms of the perfect indicative and imperfect subjunctive 
occur as early as the fourteenth century in certain grammatical treatises pointed out by 
Stengel, ZeitscArift fir eufrawz. Sjrache u. Lit. x, 5, and by me, OrhogvajhJi 
t;allca, p. 7. 
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Other examples are: 

I. quujujasahe "jAsasse," mariahe "mariasse," 
2. " prindahe "prisse," rindahe "rendisse," -veyahe "visse," 

duvahe "dusse," v' lake "voulusse," savahe "susse," 
f' sake "fisse," d' hahe '*disse;" 

3. " moralhe "mourusse," drovake "ouvrisse,' oyahe "ouisse," 
vunahe "vinsse," Innahe "tinsse," etc. 

The two verbs esse and aveur again make an exception to 
this, quu ju fouhe "fusse," etc.; j' ouhe "eusse," etc. being the 
forms of this mood. 

The plural forms of these three past tenses have, like their 
singulars, only one termination for all three conjugations. The 
plural of the imperfect indicative ends in -i-: 

Ist conjug. II. III. 
nos chantl(s) "chantions" vendi(s) partt(s) 
vos chantlz "chantiez" vendtz part?z 
i chantt(t) "chantaient" vendi(t) partt(t) 

cf. other examples; as, 

I. nos a/if "allions," mini '"menions," qwitti "quittions," bdhf 
"baisions," annonci "annoncions," etc. 

2. nos metti 'mettions," b?vi "buvions," avi "avions," savi "sav- 
ions," poll "pouvions," vol "voulions," esti "etions," d' hi 
"disions," f' si 'faisions," etc. 

3. nos v'nti 'venions," doirmi "dormions," viki "vivions," cori 
"courions," covri "couvrions," g?mihi "gemissions," etc. 

This ending -i- is the French -iez of the second person. 
(Latin -ibalis), so that here the second conjugation supplanted 
the two others as it has done in French, there being only this 
difference, that our dialect reduced at the same time the personal 
inflexion, introducing the ending -t(z) of the second person into 
the two other persons. As the two auxiliary verbs have in 
Old French already the same terminations in these forms as the 
other verbs, they make no exception here in our dialect and for 
the same reason the plural of the conditional terminates in -i-: 

I nos toumr-l (s) " tomberions," vos toumr-iz, i toume-i (t). 
2 nos dr-i (s) " aurions," vos dr-iz, idri(t). 

nosfri(s) " ferions," vosfriz, ifrii(t). 
3 nos vinri(s) " viendrions ," vos vinriz, i'vinri(t). 

The perfect indicative has lost its proper plural, the plural of 
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the imperfect indicative being used for it. The two auxiliary 
verbs alone have a plural in this tense; the forms are: 

nosfour-i(s) " fumes," vosfour-fz, ifour-i(t). 
nos our-i(s) " eumes " vos our-iz, i our 1 (/); 

The terminations are here then the same as in the imperfect 
indicative, that is to say, the terminations of the imperfect have 
been put to the stem of the perfect, there being in Latin and Old 
French no termination in the perfect plural which would give 
-i-. As to thefouri and ouri it is probably due to the third person, 
(Lat. fuerunt and habuerunt, Old French furent and eurent, 
hecomefourcnt and ourent in Wallonian; this stem four- and 
our- was extended to the first and second person, for the sake 
of uniformity). 

The plural of the imperfect subjunctive of all three conjugations 
terminates in -ahti-: 

Ist. conjug. II. III. 
qu1 nos chantah(s) "'chantassions" vindahi(s) "'vendissions'" partAh(s) 
quu vos chantahiz "chantassiez" vindahiz partahiz 
qu' i chantahi(t) "chantassent" vindahi(t) partahl(t). 

X cf. nos passahi "passassions," jdsahi "jasassions," ,nariahi 
" mariassions," etc. 

2 prindahi " prissions," rindahi " rendissions," veyahi "vissions," 
duvahi "dussions," v'lahi "v oulussions," savaki "sussions," 

]'sahi<" fissions," d'hahi " dissions," 
3 morah "i morussions," drovahi "ouvrissions," oyahl "Qoissions,"- 

vunahi "vinssions," tunahi " tinssions," etc. 

This termination -ahi corresponds exactly to the French end- 
ing -assiez, the termination of the first conjugation being there- 
fore used for all three conjugations. The -i of -ahi is just as 
the French -ions, -iez in -assions -assiez, -issions -issiez the 
termination of the imperfect indicative plural, the subjunctive 
mood being sufficiently indicated by the syllable -ah- (Fr. -ass-). 
There are three other endings of this plural, all terminating in 
the characteristic -he: 

i. The two auxiliary verbs have the form: fouri-he "fussions," 
ourl-he(s), fourl-he(n)t, ouri-he "eussions," ourihe(s), ouri-he(n)t. 
These plural forms are made from the perfect indicative fouri, ouri, 
just in the same way as the singular of the imperfect subj.: fouhe 

14 Vol. 1 
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ouhe seenlms to have been formed, viz.: by adding -he to the perfect 
indic., for four-he: fouri(s)=fou-he: fou(s), ouri-he: ourf(s)=ou-he: 
?>u(s). 

2. It has been said, that all the verbs with the exception of these 
two auxiliaries have lost their plural of the perf. indic. and that the 
plural of the imperfect indic. is used instead of it. On the analogy 
of fo-ri-he from foarn and ourihe from ouri, other verbs have an 
imperf. subj plur. formed from their perfect indicative tor as the case 
may be, inmperf. indic.) as quu nos savi-he, "sussions," from savi 
"savions," and "sumes" just asfourihe fromfoura. 

3. Such forms of the plur. imperf. subj. ending in -he, together 
wvith the singular termlinating in -ahe or -he, must have caused -he to 
he regarded as the characteristic sign of the imperfect subjunctive 
and have led to its being added to those forms which lack it. Thus, 
from the first mentioned ending -ahi (=Fr. -assiez) a third one is 
formed -ahihe, for example: nos veyahihe "vissions," vos veyahihe, 
o' lahihe. This syllable -he has not only been looked upon as a char- 
acteristic of the imperf. subj., but of the subjunctive mood in general, 
for it is introduced in the present subj., -he being added to the present 
indicative, as in qu' i tom?ihe (pron. tum,X) "qu' ils tombent," tune- 
hent (pron. tlung) "tiennent," from the indic. i toumet (pron. tume), 
tunet (f.nfl, or to old subjunctive forms as: qu' i ai?/hent "aient" 
from aie(), seiehent "soient" from seiet, quu zos sei6he "soyez" 
from sei'(z),I vos oiohe "oyiez,"from oioz, etc. Forthe remaining tenses 
and moods, as in the present indic., subj., imperative, and in the 
future indic., the reduction of the conjugations has not been carried 
much farther than in Modern French. The singular of the present 
has the same terminations as in French, two conjugations being dis- 
tinguished, and to the three plural terminations -ons -ez -ent of the 
three conjugations in French, there are three corresponding termina- 
tions in WVallonian also: -ans(=a) -o(z) -et (pron. -e): nios parlans, 
azvans, ba/tans, partanz, vos parnoz, avoz, battoz, parnoz; iparlrt (out) 
ha//U, paret. 

The ending -ans reminds one of the or am in the Eulalia and 
is likewise puzzling; the -c2 of the second person corresponds 

to the Old French -oiz (-eiz) of the second conjugation, for the 
French -oi becomes -o in certain conditions (cf. avone "avoine," 

fore "foire"). 

The third person has laid the stress on the termination in 

conformity with the other persons of the plural. In the termi- 
nations of the past tenses we have seen that the third person 
plural has always adopted the ending of the two other persons 
of the plural; the displacement of the accent in the plural of 

iSeioz is used as imperative. 
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the present is certainly caused by the accentuation of the first 
and second person, and is the first step towards the uniformity 
of this plural also. The same accentuation of this person is to 
be found, as is well known, in many other Dialects of France, 
both old and modern. The terminations of the future are of 
course those of the present of aveur; the plural ends therefore 
in -ans, -oz, -ont, but the singular has undergone some slight 
change, the termination of the first person (French -ai, Wallo- 
nian -e) being extended to the other persons, so that the forms 
are: 

j] chantr?, tu chan/r{(s), i chantr?(t) 
nos chantrans, vos chanltroz, i chantront. 

As the influence of analogy is so much less in the present than 
in the past tenses, the reason of its appearance here in this 
present tense is to be found in the similarity of the endings 
with those of the perfect indicative -ai, -as, -a. The third case 
of analogical influence refers to the reduction of the "strong" 
inflexion especially of course in the forms of the perfect indic., 
imperfect subj. and past participle. 

French, like the other Romance languages, has already in 
many Latin verbs exchanged the strong inflexion for the weak 
one, but our dialect has gone much further; out of thirty eight 
Modern French verbs of the strong system, only the two auxilia- 
ries aveur and esse, in their perf. j'6us, ju f6us and imperf. 
subj. j'f6uhe, f6uhe, have retained the strong inflexion; all the 
others have taken to the weak one, their terminations being -a 
and -ahe in these two tenses as in all three of the weak conju- 
gations. 

Thus the four verbs of the first strong class have the follow- 
ing forms: 

fer "faire" makes: ju f 'sd "fis," (nos f sf) "fimes, " jl f' sd/u' 
I "fisse," f' sahi "fissions;" veie "voir:" ju veyd "vis," veyE 
I "vimes" veydhe "visse," veyahi "vissions;" /nii "tenir: " it/ 
[ /'nd "tins," /'ni "ttnmes" /ndhe "tinsse," ('nahi "tinssions;" 

\v'ni "venir : " ju v'nd "vins," v"ni "vinmes" v'ndhe "vinsse," 
t v'nahi "vinssions." 

[ dire "dire: " jud'hd "dis," nos d'hi "dimes" ju d'hdhe "disse," 
I d'kadh "dissions;" me/h "mettre: " me/td "mis," tue//f "mimes" 

2. j'u me//dhe "misse," me//ahi "missions;" prinde "prendre: " 
|prindd "pris," prindi "primes" ju prinddhe "prisse," prindahi 
'"prissions," etc. 
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(beure "boire:" ja b6vd "bus," nos b?vi, "'bmes" -ju b?vdthe 
"busse," b6vahi "bussions;" creure "croire:" ju creyd "crus," 
nos crey '"crumes' -ju creydhe "crusse," creyahi "crussions;" 
d'veur "devoir:" ju d'vi "dus," nos d'vi "d6mes" -ju cvdhe 
"dusse," d'vahi "dussions;" saveur "savoir: "f/ savd "sus," 
(sazi) *"smes"' -ja savdhe "susse," savaht "sussions;" v'leur 

3. * "vouloir:" jy "VOUhs"' ' "voulus," voulmes' -ju v'ldhe "vou- 
lusse," z'lahi "voulussions;" p'ieur "pouvoir:" Ju P'id "pus,' 
IP' "primes" -ju p'dhe "pusse," p'lahi "pussions;" cr?he (pron. 
creX) "croitre:" ju cr?hd "crus," crehi "cr4mes" -ju crehdhe 
"crusse," etc.; mori "mourir:" ju mord "mourus," morn 

"mourimes" -ju mordhe "mourusse," etc.; zviki "vivre: " ju vikd 

( "vecuS," zriki "vecumes" -ju vikdhe "vecusse," etc, 

The past participle has not been as much affected as the 
"verbum finitum;" according to these perfect and imperfect 
forms, all these verbs ought to have as termination of the past 
participle -e (or -z) as in the weak A- conjugation, but nearly 
all end in -ou, corresponding to French -u; as, veybu "vu," 
nettfu "mis," bEv6u "bu," crey6u "cru," d'vzbu "du," v'lze 
voulu," crehZou "cru," strindou "Etreint," etc., and even some 

strong forms have been retained as: fail "fait," dii "dit," pris 
"pris," scril "ecrit," moirl "mort." 

The infinitive of the present is the form which has kept most 
to the strong inflexion, as it did in French and in the other 
Romance languages, Spanish and Portuguese excepted. To 
the strong infinitives fer, veie, dire, metle, prinde, beure, creure, 
cre?he, named in the list above may be added certain others; as, 
esse "etre," badie "battre," a/linde "attendre," ?linde "entendre," 
duslinde "detendre," finde "fendre," dfinde "defendre," pinde 
"pendre," rinde "rendre," pi?de "perdre," r'loide "retordre," 
ruclore "clore," rire "rire," assire "asseoir," duslrure "detruire," 
faire and plaire, etc. 

The few strong forms of the present indic. retained in Modern 
French have been lost altogether in Wallonian: 

"nous sommes" is replaced by nos es/ins, 
"vous etes" by vos esl6z, 

uvons faites" becomes vosf's6z, 
"vous dites" becomes vos d'h6z. 

The main object of this paper was to show that analogy has 
had even a greater influence in the conjugation of the Wallo- 
nian dialect than in that of Modern French. The reason why 
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the influence thus exerted has been less in the forms of the 
present tenses is probably to be found in the more frequent re- 
currence of these forms; for the use of our dialect, or "patois.'" 
is almost wholly restricted to conversation, and in every day 
intercourse we certainly make greater use of the present than 
of the narrative tenses. Forms employed at every mloment are 
of course well fixed in the mind, nobody will hesitate as to 
them; but with forms of infrequent use it is just the reverse. 
These are liable to the influence of other forms and their variety 
will be reduced as much as possible in order to relieve the 
memory. 
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